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Senator LeMieux Was For Tax-Raising Committees
Before He Was Against Them

Boca Raton, FL - After weeks of equivocation and avoidance of the debt
crisis in Washington, Senator George LeMieux finally tweeted his
displeasure in the closing hours of the debate. But while serving as
Charlie Crist's handpicked - U.S. Senator, George LeMieux voted
against the majority of Republicans and joined with Democrats to create
a "Task Force For Responsible Fiscal Action" that looks strikingly similar
to the "Super Committee" now being set up in Washington to justify
massive tax hikes.

"The last thing we need in Washington is another commission or
committee wasting taxpayers' time and money," said Adam Hasner.
"This 'Super Committee' is nothing more than a way for Democrats and
Republicans to avoid tough votes, and punt responsibility for massive
tax hikes or devastating cuts to our military. We don't need any more
committees or politicians who will vote for them. What we need is limited
government leaders who will vote for the common-sense solutions
staring us in the face."

"Senator LeMieux's election-year reinvention as a conservative stands in
contrast not just with the nearly two decades he spent as Charlie Crist's
'maestro', but also with the 16 months he spent in Washington as a
deal-cutting moderate," said Hasner for Senate spokesman Doug
Mayer. 

"Time and time again, Senator LeMieux's record shows he was willing to
be a token Republican vote for the Democrats, and his vote to create a
tax-raising task force proves it."

BACKGROUND 

In 2010 Senate LeMieux Supported Democrat Senator Conrad's Plan
For A "Task Force For Responsible Fiscal Action."

Senator LeMieux Was In The Minority Of Republicans Who
Supported An Amendment Forwarded By Democrat Senator Conrad
To Create A Task Force For Responsible Fiscal Action. (Amdt. 3302 to
Amdt. 3299 to H.J. Res. 45, Vote # 5, 1/26/2010, Failed 53-46, LeMieux- 'Aye')

"Task Force For Responsible Fiscal Action" Was Criticized By
Grover Norquist As "A Guaranteed Tax Increase."

Grover Norquist Declared The Commission Would Guarantee Tax
Increases. "I write to express in the strongest possible terms Americans
for Tax Reform's opposition to your 'Bipartisan Task Force for
Responsible Fiscal Action Act of 2009.'  As written, it would lead to a
guaranteed tax increase...Despite the appearance of protection for
taxpayers, this commission would guarantee a net tax increase be in its
proposal.  Every Democrat on the commission would insist on tax
increases to 'balance' spending cuts in the recommendation." (Press
Release, Americans For Tax Reform, 12/9/09)

Norquist Claimed There Was No "Conceivable Scenario" In Which
The Commission Would Not Provide For A Tax Increase. "There is no
conceivable scenario whereby the commission would issue a report that
does not contain tax hikes.  Therefore, this commission is unacceptable
from a taxpayer perspective." (Press Release, Americans For Tax Reform, 12/9/09)
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